Abstract-Generalized multi-protocol label switching-based multi-layer networks (MLN) combining packet and optical switching lead to jointly leverage intrinsic per-layer benefits such as statistical multiplexing and huge transport capacity. By doing so, efficient network resource utilization is attained through MLN traffic engineering (TE) strategies, i.e. grooming. In this context, an optical link failure may cause the disruption of multiple groomed packet label switched paths (LSPs). Thereby, efficient recovery schemes such as restoration are required. In dynamic restoration, the centralized path computation element (PCE) sequentially computes backup paths for the set of failed packet LSPs using the TE database (TED). Since the TED is not updated until an LSP is actually set up, it is very likely that the PCE assigns the same network resources to different backup paths. This does increase resource contention and not fully exploits the potential grooming opportunities among the backup LSPs; consequently, the restorability metric performs poorly. To improve this, a designed PCE global concurrent optimization (GCO) architecture is implemented favoring grooming and lowering resource contention. The addressed problem, referred to as bulk path restoration in multi-layer optical networks (BAREMO), is formally modeled and stated using a mixed integer linear programming formulation. Then, a heuristic algorithm solving the BAREMO problem is devised. The experimental performance evaluation is conducted within the ADRENALINE testbed. Besides validating the PCE GCO architecture, its performance is compared with a sequential PCE for several traffic loads and failure rates. The results show that the PCE GCO improves remarkably restorability compared to the sequential PCE at the expenses, however, of increasing the restoration time.
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switching is seen as a cost and energy efficient solution for deploying next-generation transport networks, leveraging the bandwidth flexibility and coarse transport capacity, provided by MPLS-TP and WSON, respectively. In this context, a generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) unified control plane [1] , combined with a centralized path computation element (PCE) [2] , is adopted to provide signaling, routing and path computation functions to automatically provision and restore label switched paths (LSPs). This leads to attain an efficient use of the network resources exploiting MLN Traffic Engineering (TE) strategies where multiple packet LSPs are grouped/groomed over logical TE links (forwarding adjacencies, FA [1] ) created over the underlying established optical LSPs. The PCE contains the TE Database (TED) which describes the network topology and the status of the link and node TE resources (e.g., bandwidth availability, link cost, etc.). Routing algorithms deployed within the PCE use the TED information to compute feasible paths. The TED is constructed through the inspection or listening of the TE link state advertisements (LSAs) flooded by the GMPLS OSPF-TE routing protocol.
MLN must be designed to be fault-tolerant allowing a rapid and efficient recovery of disrupted LSPs [3] . This work focuses on dynamic restoration: failed LSPs are dynamically restored by a backup path computed by the PCE. Specifically, the ingress node (path computation client, PCC) of each disrupted LSP sends a path request to the PCE. This may result on a bulk of path computations if multiple LSPs were affected and interrupted by a single failure. Next, each request is sequentially and independently served by the PCE using as input the TED information and the particular path constraints (e.g., exclude failed links) specified in the request message. Since the TED is not updated between path computations, when the number of concurrent LSPs to be restored grows the same resources (e.g., link bandwidth, wavelengths and ports) may be assigned to different requests causing resource contention when signaling, and being unable to exploit the grooming opportunities through new created logical FA links. Consequently, this PCE architecture attains a poor restorability, defined as the ratio between the number of LSPs that are successfully restored and the total number of LSPs to restore [4] . A solution to increase the restorability at the PCE relies on applying global concurrent optimization (GCO) [5] . GCO aims at serving the bulk of path requests attaining the optimal solution for the whole network. Specifically, the path requests are served taking into account not only the collected TED information and particular path constraints, but also a copy of the TED which is constructed to consider additional topology and resources (i.e., logical links) derived/resulting from the establishment of previously served paths within the same bulk. Notice that the latter information will not be reflected in the regular TED until those LSPs are successfully set up. Nevertheless, anticipating the potential network state may achieve a better path computation from a twofold perspective: on the one hand, the connection blocking caused by resource contention among multiple concurrent LSPs may be reduced; on the other hand, the grooming opportunities can be better exploited since logical FA TE links induced by formerly computed paths are reused to route the subsequent paths within the same bulk. To do this, it is necessary to synchronize and delay the PCE responses to the PCCs to yield sufficient time to create the logical links associated to specific TE paths, which will then be used by other subsequent paths. The main drawback of this approach, however, stems from the fact that it increases the response time affecting the overall restoration time.
A. Related Work
Some previous works have studied survivability in MLN. From the planning viewpoint, authors in [6] studied the survivable MLN problem as a capital expenditure (CAPEX) minimization problem.
CAPEX can be notably reduced by using dynamic provisioning, as demonstrated in [7] . The feasibility of GMPLS-based distributed restoration, where each node computes the restoration route for the sourced LSPs after a failure has been detected, was experimentally proved in [8] for single layer and in [9] for MLN. Notwithstanding, low restorability can be achieved mainly because of resource contention during the signaling phase as a consequence of outdated TED [10] . To alleviate to some extent contention-caused blocking, the authors in [11] proposed a contention detection scheme for RSVP-TE signaling.
However, the root cause of the problem is in the path computation, and there it is where the use of a centralized PCE can help. Authors in [12] studied a mechanism to perform temporal reservations in the PCE's TED after a path has been computed waiting for arrival of the corresponding OSPF-TE LSA update.
Another mechanism to avoid contention, especially during restoration, is to create a TED copy and perform sequential restoration, as proposed in [13] for single layer networks. Also in [13] , authors propose to wait until all the restoration path computation requests arrive at the PCE to perform bulk path computation; nodes send RSVP-TE Notify messages to the PCE upon a failure has been detected. That way the PCE can obtain the total number of affected lightpaths and wait until all path computation requests arrive. Finally, the authors in [14] applied bulk path computation for provisioning.
Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first one on experimentally validating/evaluating dynamic restoration in a GMPLS MLN using a centralized stateless PCE with GCO.
B. Contributions
The contribution of this paper is three-fold: firstly, a PCE-based GCO architecture supporting bulk restoration is presented. The architecture includes both, a special queue used to create the path computation bulk, and the GCO module to solve the bulk restoration computation.
Secondly, the bulk path restoration in multi-layer optical networks (BAREMO) problem is faced, formally stated, and modeled using a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation. By solving the BAREMO problem, resource utilization can be maximized whilst resource contention is avoided.
It is worth noting that not only the size, but also the complexity of the problem in MLN is remarkably higher than in single layer. In particular, the key problem of sequencing path computation responses, where some LSPs are first established to create new virtual links over which other LSPs will be restored, arises. In view of the problem complexity as well as the stringent times in which the problem has to be solved, a heuristic algorithm is devised to produce feasible good enough solutions in practical computation times. Finally, both the PCE architecture and the proposed heuristic algorithm are experimentally assessed in the CTTC ADRENALINE testbed [15] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem of MLN restoration and describes the two approaches considered in this work: sequential versus bulk. Section III presents the architecture for stateless PCE GCO so as to be able to perform bulk restoration. In section IV, the BAREMO problem is formally stated and mathematically modeled; a heuristic algorithm to solve it in practical computation times is proposed. Experimental results are provided in section V for a realistic scenario. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
II. DYNAMIC RESTORATION IN MULTILAYER NETWORKS
To illustrate the complexity of the restoration problem in MLN, Fig. 1 shows a network consisting of six optical and four MPLS-TP nodes connected by bidirectional links.
Let us assume that two 1 Gb/s packet switched capable (PSC) LSPs (LSP_1 and LSP_2) are established between MPLS-TP nodes 1-5 and 6-5. To convey those PSC LSPs, two optical (Lambda SC, LSC) LSPs were set up over the physical topology through nodes 1-2-3-4-5 and 6-7-8-3-4-5, respectively; these LSC LSPs induced two logical packet FA TE links to be available between the nodes 1-5 and 6-5 (see Fig. 1(a) ). Consequently, PSC LSP_1 and LSP_2 are routed over the logical topology using those direct logical links. Assuming that each LSC LSPs has a capacity of 10 Gb/s, the residual capacity of the logical packet FA TE links is thus 9 Gb/s. That residual capacity is available for routing arriving PSC LSPs.
In case a fiber link failure occurs, it is optically detected by the adjacent optical nodes. That failure could affect established optical LSPs, whose ingress nodes are notified to trigger the restoration mechanism. In the considered MLN scenario, a break-before-make strategy is applied tearing down the failed optical LSPs which then induce the elimination of their associated logical links at the packet layer. Consequently, packet LSPs routed over such packet links fail and the PCC embedded in each RSVP-TE controller at the source node of each failed PSC LSP sends a backup path computation request to the PCE specifying endpoints, the required bandwidth and the failed link.
Let us imagine that a failure in fiber link 3-4 occurs affecting both LSC LSP_a1 and LSP_b1 in our example. Then, those LSC LSPs are torn down and nodes 1 and 6 send path computation requests for the PSC LSP_1 and LSP_2, respectively, to the PCE identifying the failed link 3-4. Fig. 1(b) shows an example when sequential computation at the PCE (i.e., no GCO is used) is applied. In this example, two new end-to-end LSC LSP_a2 and LSP_b2 are set up to restore PSC LSP_1 and LSP_2, respectively.
Note that no resource (in the example, resources refer to logical links created when establishing LSP_a2 or LSP_b2) can be shared among the LSPs being restored, since those resources are not yet reflected at the PCE's TED, which results into a poor resource utilization. In addition, it is likely that the computed backup paths may try to allocate the same resources (e.g., wavelength channels on specific links, unused capacity on existing logical links, or ports) since path computations use the same TED which is not yet updated. This may cause resource contention while signaling the LSPs, which worsens restorability. In our example, if LSP_a2 and LSP_b2 were assigned to the same wavelength, signaling would fail causing that only one of the PSC LSPs could be finally restored.
To improve resource utilization and enhance the overall restorability of a received bulk of path computation requests, the PCE-based GCO is applied. Path computation requests are stored in a dedicated PCE queue during a programmable timer, which is started upon the reception of the first restoration path request specifying the failed link. When the timer expires, the requests are processed at once reaching a global optimum.
In our test-bed, no explicit failure notification is sent from the failure detecting nodes to the PCE. Instead, the new state of network resources in the PCE's TED is always updated via OSPF-TE flooding; in case a FA TE link is affected, that link is removed from the PCE's TED using the OSPF LSA flushing process. Moreover, it is worth noting that the PCE's TED includes data regarding the state of each wavelength for TE links and regarding the used and remaining bandwidth for each FA link. However, no data to relate FA links and TE links is stored, and thus the number of PSC-LSPs affected by a failure cannot be computed beforehand. Hence, the technique described in [13] to avoid a static timer cannot be applied. Fig. 1 (c) illustrates an example of bulk restoration. The backup path for LSP_2 is 6-7-8-9-4-5, which induces a logical link between nodes 6-5. Therefore, LSP_1 can create an optical LSP between nodes 1-6, and use part of the spare capacity in the logical link 6-5, even though LSP_2 has not yet been set up. This results in two PSC LSPs being groomed together in the optical LSP_b3. In the example, the backup path for LSP_1 is thus formed by: an optical segment through 1-2-7-6 (which will induce its own logical link between nodes 1-6), and grooming over the previously created logical link between nodes 6-5. Thus, both LSP_1 and LSP_2 are successfully restored using only four wavelength channels in contrast to seven channels needed in the sequential path computation. Moreover, since the backup path computation of both LSPs is performed jointly, wavelengths, logical links and ports to be used/created can be assigned so as to avoid completely resource contention during the signaling phase.
The main drawback of bulk path computation is that LSP_1 must wait until LSP_2 restoration path is actually established. As FA TE links setup is triggered by a single PSC LSP, their remaining capacity can be reused by other PSC LSPs once they have been created. Therefore, LSP_1 signaling needs to be delayed to guarantee that LSP_2 is established. This is done by the PCE, which delays its response to LSP_1 ingress PCC as explained in the next section. Therefore, bulk path computation needs to sequence backup PSC LSP signaling allowing new induced FA TE links to be actually created by one PSC LSP; after that, their available capacity can be reused by other PSC LSPs. This fact introduces a set of dependencies among the demands that must be considered to minimize recovery times.
Finally, let us analyze the influence of OSPF-TE LSA updating on path computation. LSA flooding starts just after any resource in the network is either allocated or released. When an OSPF-TE update message is received at the PCE, the TED needs to be updated; to this end the TED is firstly blocked, which results in any process trying to access it being blocked until the updating process ends. This can highly increase restoration times in the sequential restoration when the number of PSC LSPs to be restored is high, since some updating LSA could arrive at the PCE before all the restoration paths have been computed. Note that the OSPF-TE LSA updating does not overlap when bulk restoration is used.
III. PCE ARCHITECTURE Fig. 2 depicts the architecture of the implemented PCE-based GCO. For both regular LSP provisioning or serving a disrupted LSP, the ingress PCC is responsible for sending a path request to the PCE using the PCE protocol (PCEP) [19] (step 1 in Fig. 2 ). At the PCE, the incoming request is stored in either the provisioning or restoration queues. An exclude route object (XRO) [20] received in the path computation request, conveying the failed physical link with the fail-bit active, allows the PCE to decide storing it in the restoration queue; otherwise, the request is assumed to be a regular working path provisioning and is stored in a priority queue attended/served by a thread pool. The selected routing algorithm is determined by the objective function (OF) object included in the PCEP request. Such OF must match with one of the algorithms available in the Algorithm API.
Path computation requests originated from restoration processes are grouped in a bulk (step 2) and processed after a configurable timer (t_queue, step 3) expires. This allows synchronizing such bulk of backup paths to be computed. Once t_queue has elapsed, the path computation for regular LSP provisioning is stopped to avoid any interference on the restoration procedure, being incoming requests temporary stored in the provisioning queue until that procedure ends. Next, the selected restoration algorithm available in the Algorithm API is triggered (step 4). Before the restoration algorithm is called, a copy of the TED is created and both failed physical and logical links specified in the XRO are removed from that copy. In addition, the restoration algorithm receives the set D of pairs of source and destination endpoints and the required bitrates.
Besides computing the path for each request, the algorithm specifies the ordering, sequence and timing of the PCEP responses (see proposed algorithm in Table I ) (step 5). In other words, the PCE decides whether a PCEP response is immediately sent back to the PCC or delayed. The latter is forced to occur when the computed path (e.g., LSP_a3 in Fig. 1 ) has some dependencies (e.g., creation of a new logical link) with respect to a formerly computed path (e.g., LSP_b3 in Fig. 1 ). In this situation, the PCEP response is artificially delayed by t_lsp to guarantee that, for instance, the required logical links are actually induced and created (steps 6 and 7).
The next Section formally states the bulk path restoration problem and presents a MILP formulation. 
IV. BULK RESTORATION PROBLEM

A. Problem Statement
The BAREMO problem can be formally stated as follows: Given: 1) An optical network topology represented by a graph Output: 1) the routing in the virtual topology of every demand which is recovered; 2) the route and wavelength assignment of new optical LSPs (lightpaths) created; 3) The order in which the demands must be set up.
Objective: maximize the total amount of bitrate recovered whilst minimizing the amount of optical ports used and the recovery time.
We have modeled the BAREMO problem by means of a MILP formulation. Next subsection presents the proposed formulation.
B. Mathematical Model
The MILP model for the BAREMO problem performs routing in both the MPLS-TP and the WSON layers combining nodelink and arc-path formulations respectively [17] . A set of FA TE links is pre-computed beforehand; each FA TE link connects two MPLS-TP routers provided that, at least, one feasible lightpath in the optical network can be found. A set of lightpaths for each FA TE link, including its route on the optical topology, is pre-computed.
The following sets and parameters have been defined: 
subject to:
The OF (1) maximizes the total bitrate recovered, whilst minimizing the use of optical ports and the restoration time. A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 are constants.
Constraints (2)- (6) compute the route and perform aggregation of demands through the virtual topology. Constraint (2) defines whether a demand is to be restored by selecting one FA TE link incident to source and destination routers. Constraints (3) and (4) perform routing and aggregation of demands in intermediate routers. Constraints (5)-(6) allow demands to use FA TE links ensuring that their capacity is not exceeded. When a new FA TE link has to be created, constraint (6) ensures that a wavelength is assigned.
Constraints (7) and (8) deal with wavelength assignment. Constraint (7) implements the wavelength continuity constraint and constraint (8) ensures that each wavelength is used only once.
Constraints (9)- (10) take care of the amount of optical ports used in each router. Constraint (9) counts the number of new optical ports used and constraint (10) guarantees that the number of optical ports used does not exceed the quantity available in the router. Constraints (11)-(17) perform sequencing assigning new FA TE links set up to time intervals. Constraints (11)-(13) determine in which period each FA TE link must be established. Constraint (14) guarantees that each new FA TE link to be established is triggered by exactly one demand. Once the FA TE link is established, several demands using it can be set up simultaneously, i.e. these latter demands depend upon the former to be established. Constraint (15) ensures that a given FA TE link becomes available once the first demand using it has been established. Constraint (16) assures that each demand with assigned restoration resources is assigned to a time period. Finally, constraint (17) accounts for the completion time for each FA TE link. Note that the completion time of any FA TE link not to be established is set to zero.
C. Complexity Analysis
The BAREMO problem can be considered NP-hard since simpler MLN routing problems have been proved to be NPhard (e.g., [16] ). As to the BAREMO problem size, the number of variables is O(|D|·|E|·|K| + |E|·|K|·|W | + |V | +|D|·|E|·|K|·|T |) and the number of constraints O(|D|·|V |·|E| + |E|·|K| + |L|·|W | + |D|·|E|·|K|·|T |). To illustrate the size of the problem, it is worth highlighting that the number of variables and constraints rise up to approximately 10 6 for the network scenario presented in Section V.
Although the MILP can be solved for really small instances, its size and complexity is so high that solving the problem to optimality becomes impractical for the stringent times required for restoration, even using commercial solvers such as CPLEX [18] . Hence, heuristic algorithms are needed to provide good solutions within the required time.
D. Heuristic Algorithm
In this subsection, we describe the heuristic algorithm developed to efficiently solve the BAREMO problem. Recall that the computation time is a key performance metric for the proposed algorithm. To cope with this requirement, it is essential to produce solutions as diverse as possible to reduce the amount of iterations, and thus the computation time needed to find high quality solutions.
In view of the above, we developed the randomized algorithm, specified in Table I . It consists in performing a number of iterations to construct solutions by rerouting every demand to be restored in different order. As stated in the previous section, the algorithm receives the TED_copy and the set of demands to restore. The number of iterations to be performed is a fixed parameter.
At each iteration, the set of demands is sorted randomly (line 3). Next, the shortest route is computed for each demand (line 5). If the route exists, the demand is allocated (i.e., resources are used in TED_copy) and added to the solution set R (lines [6] [7] [8] . In case that new FA TE links are created during the routing process, they are also added to TED_copy and its remaining capacity becomes immediately available for the rest of the demands. Once a solution is built, its fitness value is evaluated using (1) . That solution replaces the best solution (Sol) provided that it improves Sol (lines 9-11). All new used resources are afterwards released from TED_copy.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the scenario considered in our experiments and we show the results obtained when using sequential (no GCO) versus bulk PCE GCO restoration.
A. Scenario and Tuning
The GMPLS/PCE control plane platform of the ADRENALINE testbed is used for experimentally validating the implemented PCE-based dynamic restoration with GCO for MLN. Fig. 3 shows the topology of a European MLN network consisting of 10 PSC and 12 LSC nodes. Each PSC node is physically connected to its associated LSC node with 16 bidirectional ports / transceivers. Each optical link (i.e., between LSC nodes) supports 16 WDM channels per direction operating at 10 Gb/s. The PCE managing provisioning as well as restoration path requests is co-located at node 13 (Vienna).
We performed some tests to experimentally retrieve the values for t_queue and t_lsp without excessively penalizing the restoration time. We finally found that, in our testbed, at least 100 ms are needed to guarantee that every PCEP requests arrive to the PCE, whereas 150 ms are needed for t_lsp to delay PCEP replies ensuring that LSPs are actually established in the network. For illustrative purposes, let us assume that two PSC LSPs have been affected by a failure. Exchanged PCEP request / reply messages for MLN restoration are shown in Fig. 4 . Two path computation requests PCReq1 and PCReq2 are received in the PCE. Since those requests contain an XRO object they are placed into the PCEP restoration queue. After the timer t_queue (started upon the reception of PCReq1) expires, the PCE invokes the algorithm in the GCO to solve the BAREMO problem to simultaneously compute the routes for all the received backup path requests. Next, the PCE sends a response message to those LSPs that can be immediately established, since they do not depend on new FA TE links. In Fig. 4 , the PCE sends the response to PCReq1 and waits a time t_lsp before sending the response to PCReq2.
B. Heuristic vs MILP model
Aiming at validating the heuristic algorithm proposed in Section IV, we used the scenario described above; the network was loaded and the specific configuration, including TED and established LSPs, stored at some random times. After that, we used those recorded configurations to produce individual problem instances to be solved by both, the MILP formulation and the heuristic algorithm proposed for the BAREMO problem. The MILP formulation was implemented in Matlab and solved using the CPLEX v.12 optimizer [18] on a 2.4 GHz Quad-Core machine with 8 GB RAM memory running Linux. The heuristic, implemented in C++, was run as a standalone application in the same computer as before. Table II shows the obtained solving times and the amount of LPSs at each dependence level (labeled as 0..3) for several sizes of path restorations bulks. Note that when no dependences were found all the paths could be established in parallel using already set-up FA links, whereas when 1 or more dependences are found a delay (t_lsp) needs to be introduced to guarantee that the required logical links are actually induced and created. In the table, for each level of dependence, the amount of LSPs to be established in parallel resulting from solving the MILP model or from using the heuristic is shown. Regarding solving times, the time to generate each instance was not considered in the case of MILP. In all the tests performed, the proposed heuristic restored all the PSC LSPs. Nonetheless, the amount of LSPs in each dependence level was slightly different, which increases average times to restore; the maximum level of dependence remain constant, and so the maximum restoration times. The obtained solving times and results clearly illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
C. Performance Evaluation
To compare the performance of sequential and bulk restoration in dynamic scenarios, different offered traffic loads were generated. Incoming PSC LSP requests arrive to the system following a Poisson process and are sequentially served without prior knowledge of future incoming connection requests. The holding time of the PSC LSPs is exponentially distributed with a mean value equal to 8 hours. Source/destination pairs are randomly chosen with equal probability (uniform distribution) among all MPLS-TP nodes. Different values of the offered traffic load are created by changing the inter-arrival rate while keeping the mean holding time constant. Furthermore, it is assumed that the bandwidth demand of each PSC LSP request is equal to 1 Gb/s. In our experiments, we assume that no retrial is performed; if a request cannot be served, it is immediately blocked. Besides, optical link failures follow a Poisson process with a mean time to failure (MTTF) equal to 51 hours. Link failures are randomly chosen with equal probability and the mean time to repair (MTTR) is fixed to 12 hours. Finally, all the results were obtained after requesting 10,000 PSC LSPs.
Plots in Fig. 5 depict the blocking probability and restorability as a function of the offered traffic load when the sequential and the bulk approaches are used. The obtained blocking probability performs similarly in both approaches (Fig. 5(a) ). It is worth noting that the range of offered traffic loads considered unleash blocking probabilities not higher than just over 1% (similar to those expected in realistic scenarios). In contrast, restorability reveals remarkable differences. When the sequential restoration approach is used, restorability is below 70% even under low traffic loads. That restorability value decreases dramatically as soon as the traffic grows, showing a value around 36% for the highest traffic load. Interestingly, when using the bulk approach, restorability remains almost constant, being as high as 91% even under high offered loads.
It has to be highlighted that, being restorability significantly better when using the bulk restoration approach, more resources are used after the restoration process ends. In contrast, using the sequential restoration approach, many backup LSPs could not be restored, so no resources were used. However, blocking probabilities are similar under both approaches. It is clear that the sequential approach wastes many resources for restoration that cannot be reused, whereas the bulk approach optimizes the use of resources resulting in similar blocking probabilities; we refer the reader to Section II and Fig. 1 . Table III gives insight on the causes for un-restorability (computed as 1 -restorability) as a function of the offered load. Two main causes of un-restorability are analyzed: path computation, i.e. no sufficient resources to restore a given LSP are found during path computation, and resource contention, i.e., resources assigned during path computation to restore a given LSP have been occupied by another LSP during signaling phase. In other words, resource contention is produced when trying to allocate a wavelength channel already in use or when reserving bandwidth on a fully used FA TE link.
The high un-restorability observed when applying the sequential approach is mainly due to the resource contention when signaling the computed backup LSPs, as observed in Table III. Recall that in the sequential restoration approach, the PCE uses the same TED vision to compute paths for all the requests. Thus, since no TED update is done between consecutive path computations, the same resources may be assigned to different backup paths. In this context, observe that the path computation failure (due to lack of resources) is negligible compared to the resource contention occurrences. On the contrary, when using the bulk approach, the BAREMO algorithm tries to globally optimize the use of the network resources. The marginal resource contention percentage obtained is due to the fact that specific computed backup LSPs actually required a setup time longer than the selected t_lsp. A slightly higher percentage of path computation failures are shown using the bulk approach; this is caused by the lack of network resources. Note that these path computation failures illustrate the real un-restorability level that could be reached provided that longer t_lsp times were considered. Fig. 6 depicts the influence of each cause of un-restorability under both approaches as a function of the offered load. The causes of un-restorability are categorized into three groups: i) Algorithm: no available resources are found during the path computation phase; ii) LSC-LSP: a wavelength channel for a LSC LSP segment to transport the PSC LSP being restored could not be allocated during the signaling phase; iii) PSC-LSP: the required available bandwidth on a FA TE link could not be allocated.
A noticeable increase is shown for the PSC-LSP cause under the sequential approach. In fact, PSC-LSP cause is responsible for more than 95% of un-restorability under all the considered offered loads. The reason behind this is that most of the backup LSPs tend to occupy resources on the existing logical TE links causing the aforementioned resource contention among concurrent signaled backup LSPs. Under the bulk approach, the PSC-LSP cause is responsible for virtually all the obtained un-restorability. In this approach, PSC-LSP cause refers to the situation where the required FA TE link does not yet exist at signaling time. As stated above, the effects of this un-restorability cause can be reduced by increasing the value of t_lsp at a cost of increasing total restoration times. Fig. 7 evaluates the influence of the MTTF on the blocking probability and on the restorability. Aiming at establishing a fair comparison between both approaches, we selected the lowest offered traffic load (25 Er). At this point the blocking performance of the sequential approach is closest to that of the bulk. Different MTTF values were selected, ranging from 1 failure every 51 hours to 1 failure every 6 hours on average. We observe that the blocking probability increases exponentially under both approaches as soon as MTTF values are closer to both, the MTTR values and the LSPs' holding time. The reason of this is twofold: firstly, multiple failures may coexist; and secondly, the influence of a failure persists for a considerable time on the network, causing that the restored LSPs have longer routes, and thus, more resources are temporarily used. When MTTF decreases, the high resources usage does not disappear completely resulting in the observed increased blocking probability. Interestingly, however, the sequential approach performs much worse than the bulk approach under lower MTTFs. This is a consequence of the poor and low reuse of created FA TE links. Conversely, the FA TE links created under the bulk approach can be more frequently reused reducing up to 45% blocking probability. As for the restorability, its performance remains constant under both approaches, since the offered traffic load is fixed and the main cause of un-restorability is resource contention.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the obtained restoration times as a function of the traffic load. Average times in the upper graph in Fig. 8 show that the bulk approach increases the restoration time up to 26% with respect to the sequential approach, being lower than 350 ms even under the highest offered load. This is the cost/penalty of the bulk approach, which comes from waiting t_queue (100 ms) to create the request bulk, and k times t_lsp (150 ms) for those PSC LSPs which need that k FA TE links are previously established (i.e., LSP dependencies). Notwithstanding, in view of the obtained times, the value of k is low (not higher than 2 on average). When focusing on the maximum restoration times, they increase remarkably for the sequential approach. The graph at the bottom of Fig. 8 gives insight of maximum restoration times disaggregating those into their five components: input queue, computations time, delay waiting for dependences, and times for PCEP and RSVP-TE signaling. Remarkably high values can be observed for the PCE input queue, which is as a consequence of OSPF-TE LSA updating immediately starting after the first LSP is signaled, thus blocking the TED for the update, as stated in Section II. In contrast, the increment in the bulk approach is almost linear with the load; starting from 445 ms under low load, increases to only 662 ms for the highest one. Note that in the bulk approach OSPF-TE LSA flooding starts after the whole bulk computation is performed. 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work studies the problem of dynamic restoration within GMPLS MLN using a centralized PCE for the path computation. In such a scenario, an optical link failure may disrupt multiple PSC LSPs, generating a large set of path requests to be served by the PCE. Applying a regular sequential PCE approach, the attained restorability performs poorly due to the resource contention when setting up the PSC LSPs, as well as the scarce exploitation of the grooming opportunities among backup paths of the same bulk. To improve such restorability metric, a PCE GCO architecture is designed and implemented to allow grouping all the requests, performing bulk path computation, and ordering and synchronizing the backup paths, leading to reduce resource contention and better leverage grooming objectives.
The targeted MLN restoration problem adopting the GCO scheme is formally stated as the BAREMO problem, which is modeled using a MILP formulation. Due to the stringent requirements in terms of restoration time, a randomized heuristic algorithm is conceived.
Both approaches (i.e., sequential versus bulk) have been experimentally validated and compared within the ADRENALINE testbed by means of three figures of merit: blocking probability, restorability and restoration time. For the sake of completeness, different traffic loads and failure rates have been considered.
In light of the results, we can conclude that bulk restoration using the GCO architecture increases noticeable the restorability attained by the sequential approach: 91% and 36% at the highest traffic load when using bulk and sequential approaches, respectively. This enhancement is, however, achieved at the expense of increasing the restoration time due to fixed timers required to both form the bulk of requests and delay the establishment of particular LSPs having dependencies, for grooming purposes, with former backup paths. Notwithstanding, the results obtained have shown that this restoration time is even lower for the bulk than for the sequential approach when the failures rate increases.
Last but not least, we observed that as the MTTF is decreased, thus increasing the failure rate, the bulk approach also performs better with regard to the blocking probability. This is achieved thanks to its intrinsic more efficient use of the overall network resources.
